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Chapter 541: Unexpectedly, Deeply in Love with Him (1) 

 

“Young Windchaser” was playing a wave clearer. To a noob like Ji Yi, this could really be described as 

“the difference between a God and a beginner at the game.” 

It was just a shame that besides killing beasts and minions, He Jichen didn’t take down a tower or group 

up once. It was four vs five, so no matter how great “Young Windchaser” was, they still lost twelve 

minutes into the game. 

He Jichen and “Young Windchaser” had selected ranked matches, so after losing, He Jichen lost a star. 

Before “Young Windchaser” could send a message, He Jichen sent one first to him: “Ah sorry, I’m not 

that great at being an archer. I don’t have six-god armor, so I didn’t dare to group up.” 

“Young Windchaser” was very generous: “Don’t worry about it. Choose your best character for the next 

one.” 

So He Jichen and “Young Windchaser” started a second match. 

In this match, He Jichen chose a tank. As soon as the game started, He Jichen actually stood on the spot 

motionlessly three times and fed the enemy archer. 

The enemy archer’s exp shot up. Even though “Young Windchaser” and his teammates tried hard to 

save “Ji Yi,” they were defeated within ten minutes of the game. 

Ji Yi and “Young Windchaser” dropped by another star. 

He Jichen sent Young Windchaser another message: “Sorry Xiao Gege, I was just in an elevator and the 

signal was bad. I’m at home now, so I promise it won’t happen again.” 

Xiao Gege... Sitting at the side, Ji Yi almost burst into laughter when she saw He Jichen’s dull expression 

while writing those three words. 

It seemed like those three words “Xiao Gege” worked particularly well on “Young Windchaser,” seeing 

as he and He Jichen started a third game. 

This time, He Jichen used the excuse of an incoming call to not play for five minutes and dragged “Young 

Windchaser” down by another star. 

A fourth game, a fifth game, a sixth game... Each game, He Jichen found new and different excuses to 

cut down “Young Windchaser”‘s stars. 

For Ji Yi, who wasn’t really after stars, sat to one side and watched as Young Windchaser fell two 

consecutive ranks, unable to secretly hold back her laughter. 

On the seventh game, Ji Yi was just about to ask He Jichen what kind of excuse he was going to use to 

make “Young Windchaser” lose another star, but before Ji Yi could ask, He Jichen chose to play a mage 

and got the first kill. 



With a one-kill advantage, He Jichen went to the enemy wildlands and easily got the blue buff then 

casually walked up to a small beast. Down the path, he worked with his own tank and took out the 

enemy archer. 

With two kills, He Jichen’s exp rose even more. Soon enough, he got his third kill, fourth kill... before the 

seven minute mark, He Jichen walked down the middle lane and reached the enemy’s furthest tower, 

forcing the enemy to group up. 

At that very moment, He Jichen had double the opponent’s highest exp. He could easily take on five 

people on his own, so when they grouped up on him, He Jichen easily got a penta-kill. 

He crushed the seventh game and won. 

Having lost six consecutive matches, “Young Windchaser” sent Ji Yi a message: “Wow, Biaomei, you’re 

actually awesome!” 

He Jichen ignored “Young Windchaser” and invited him to start an eighth game. 

After everyone chose their characters and the game was about to start, He Jichen opened the game 

assistant and sluggishly sent a reply to “Young Windchaser”‘s compliment: “Sorry, I didn’t play the last 

game.” 
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After the message was successfully sent, He Jichen entered the game. 

This time, he chose to be an archer, but he didn’t take the bottom lane and headed for the middle lane. 

The teammates fighting in the middle lane told him endlessly to retreat, but He Jichen went ahead 

anyway like he hadn’t seen their messages. After respawning from dying by the tower, he continued to 

use the same lane and was killed again by the tower. He respawned again... 

After three consecutive times, “Young Windchaser” sent a few question marks in the game. 

He Jichen pretended not to see his messages. He walked ahead and got killed by the tower again. 

His teammates had seen enough and started to yell at He Jichen. As though he wasn’t being shouted at, 

He Jichen leaned back leisurely on the sofa and continued to walk forward while he was killed by the 

tower and waited to be respawned. 

Because He Jichen fed his opponents like crazy, the middle lane wave got exp every now and then. This 

caused the middle lane mage to not level up fully, so this was another lost game. 

After coming out of the game, he opened the game assistant and saw that “Young Windchaser” had 

already sent two messages. 

“If you didn’t play, then who did?” 

“What the hell? Why are you always giving the tower away?” 

He Jichen didn’t hesitate for a moment. He tapped the screen a few times and said: “Her husband.” 



“Her husband?” “Young Windchaser” quickly got to the main point: “Then who are you?” 

He Jichen: “I’m her daughter. I’m two and a half.” 

To make his lie more realistic, after He Jichen sent his message, he sent another: “What does ‘give the 

tower away’ mean?” 

After reading that line, Ji Yi couldn’t help but burst out laughing: “Pft!” 

He wanted to hit on a girl, but he ended up losing six stars. Alright, so in the end, the girl he tried to hit 

on had a husband and also had a two-and-a-half-year-old daughter! 

Ji Yi could almost imagine “Young Windchaser” vomiting blood from anger! 

He Jichen didn’t wait for “Young Windchaser” to reply and dragged him onto the blocked users list. Then 

he handed Ji Yi her phone back. “Not angry anymore, right?” 

Ji Yi shook her head and couldn’t help but laugh out loud, thinking about what just happened. 

With a calm face, He Jichen revealed what looked like a loving expression when he heard Ji Yi’s laugh. He 

raised his wrist to check the time and realized it was half-past eleven. “Aren’t there going to be 

fireworks? If we don’t leave now, we won’t make it.” 

... 

There were few cars on the road in Beijing during new year’s. The streets in the dead of the night 

seemed even more empty. 

At ten to eleven, Ji Yi and He Jichen reached Houhai. 

There were young guys and girls everywhere. Ji Yi weaved through the group of people for some time 

before she finally found a spot. 

Not long after she and He Jichen found a spot, the bell tower rang and everyone around them started 

chanting an ear-splitting countdown in unison, “Ten, nine, eight, seven...” 

Neither He Jichen and Ji Yi made a sound, but they were secretly counting on the inside. 

The moment “One” was said, He Jichen and Ji Yi spoke at the same time as though they had planned it in 

advance. 

“Ji Yi, happy new year.” 

“He Jichen, happy new year.” 

As their voices fell, an infinite array of sparkling fireworks exploded, sending vibrant multicolored lights 

into the night sky. 

At that moment, Ji Yi stared at the sky of fireworks with a sweet smile. 

After He Jichen took her home at two in the morning, she laid in bed while hugging her covers to sleep 

with a big smile. Ji Yi clearly had a happy new year’s eve, but when she woke up, her entire world had 

changed. 
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Ji Yi slept late the night before and when woke up at eleven in the morning the next day, she was still 

dreaming under her warm comforter. 

It really was a wonderful dream. She dreamed she and He Jichen were standing in front of the white 

stone fence in Houhai, watching the sky filled with fireworks. 

In the midst of the exploding fireworks, Ji Yi felt her phone vibrate gently in her hand. She tapped the 

screen and saw an Alipay red envelope. After clicking on it, Ji Yi realized it was sent by He Jichen who 

was standing right next to her. 

The message on the red envelope was simple; there were just three words: New year’s money. 

The sum in the red envelope read: 8888. 

Ji Yi hadn’t finished the latter half of her dream when she heard her mom cry, “Ji Yi, get up. Ji Yi!” 

She then removed her comforter, allowing the chill to wake her up from her dream. 

She groggily opened her eyes and stared at her mom standing against the sunlight from the window. It 

took some time for her to slowly come to her senses. 

“Quickly get up. It’s eleven! Time for lunch!” 

Ji Yi’s mom was afraid Ji Yi was still sleeping, so she reached her hand out and pulled Ji Yi’s arm to make 

her sit upright. Ji Yi’s entire body swayed for a moment. Seeing as Ji Yi was completely awake, she left 

the bedroom after saying “Quickly, go freshen up!” 

As Ji Yi’s mom shut the bedroom door, Ji Yi slowly got out of bed and took her phone into the bathroom 

with her. 

While brushing her teeth, Ji Yi opened Alipay and saw the “8888” red envelope He Jichen sent. Then she 

realized the dream she just had was real and yesterday really did happen. 

The corners of Ji Yi’s lips couldn’t help but curve into a smile. While brushing her teeth, she tapped on 

Weibo out of habit. 

Yesterday, the new year’s blessing Zhuang Yi told her to post on Weibo got over three million likes and 

over nine thousand replies. 

There were too many messages and Ji Yi couldn’t reply to every fan, so she skimmed through all the 

popular replies. 

Apart from the comments, there were also many messages Just as she skimmed through the replies, Ji Yi 

vaguely glanced through those messages until she saw one which crushed her. 

It was a Weibo post from someone called “I love eating mangoes”: “Trash! Ji Yi has no acting skills. 

Plagiarizes other people’s performances! A disgrace!” 

There were two gifs under the post. 



Ji Yi tapped it to see that the first gif was of Qian Ge in “The Legend of Qingcheng.” It was the scene 

where she and the main actor first met. She glanced shyly at the lead actor, blushed without saying a 

word, and turned to run away. 

The second gif was of Ji Yi in “The Tempestuous Grand Tang.” She accidentally stumbled into the main 

actor’s arms. She quickly glanced at the lead actor, blushed without saying a word too, and turned to 

run away. 

“I love eating mango”‘s post was sent about over an hour ago. Just a few people replied to voice their 

opinions to Ji Yi. They must’ve been Qian Ge’s fans. 

Deep down, it was inevitable for Ji Yi to feel a little uneasy, but she knew that no matter how good the 

celebrity was, it was impossible to not receive just one hate comment. What’s more, she felt like “I love 

eating mango”‘s post was twisting the truth, so she didn’t take it to heart. Choosing to just ignore it, she 

heard her mom ushering her to eat on the other side of the door. She hurriedly exited Weibo, quickly 

freshened up and left the bedroom to eat lunch. 
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After lunch, Ji Yi went back into her room to get changed. With various-sized bags in hand, she went out 

with her parents to make their annual new year visits. 

Before she went to sleep last night, Ji Yi forgot to charge her phone. After she left the house, she 

realized she only had twenty percent battery left. 

Even though Ji Yi carefully monitored her usage while outside, her phone still ran out of battery at half 

past four in the afternoon. 

It was already nine in the evening by the time she got back home. 

The first thing Ji Yi did when she went to her room was to� charge her phone and take a shower. 

After drying her hair and applying skin care products, her phone had automatically turned on by the 

time she climbed into bed. 

Ji Yi laid against the headboard. After snuggling into a comfortable position, she picked up her phone. 

She unlocked the screen and glanced at her Weibo message notifications. There were almost double the 

usual amount. 

After opening Weibo, Ji Yi saw most of the messages were from other people’s @myself. 

Ji Yi figured that the story during tonight’s showing of “The Tempestuous Grand Tang” stirred up some 

debate. She thought this must be why so many people posted @myself, so she didn’t think much of it 

and casually tapped into the conversation threads. Who knew that she would see a wall of curses and 

abusive hate messages? 

“Plagiarizing b*tch! Not one of them are innocent!” 

“To think that the new YC artist must be talented. I never imagined she’d be a plagiarizing b*tch!!” 



“Trash actress! Is she worthy of working in showbiz with that kind of personality?” 

Ji Yi read the series of hate messages in a daze for an entire half minute before she saw the first Weibo 

post. It was from that “I love eating mangoes” user’s Weibo, but it wasn’t the same post she saw earlier; 

it was a new Weibo post. 

It was another post with two gifs. 

The first gif was of Qian Ge’s “The Legend of Qingcheng.” When the main actor got injured and fell 

unconscious, she stayed by his side and stared intensely at him. She couldn’t help but reach her fingers 

out to touch the man’s forehead. She revealed a sentimental expression on her face. 

The second gif was of Ji Yi’s “The Tempestuous Grand Tang.” The difference between this and “The 

Legend of Qingcheng” was that the main actor wasn’t injured or unconscious but he was drunk instead. 

Deep in the night, Ji Yi took care of him without getting any rest herself. After the male lead fell deep 

asleep, the scene played out exactly the same as Qian Ge’s “The Legend of Qingcheng.” Ji Yi stared at 

the main actor in a daze then slowly reached her fingers out to trace the outline of his face. When she 

touched the corners of his lips, Ji Yi’s fingers trembled softly. Even the motions of her trembling finger 

were the same as Qian Ge’s; there weren’t the slightest bit of difference. The expression on Ji Yi’s face 

was the same as Qian Ge in the “The Legend of Qingcheng” – her pupils shifted as she wore a shy smile. 

If the two gifs from the afternoon were considered just a coincidence, Ji Yi found that quite unbelievable 

with this side-by-side comparison. 

She clearly remembered how she found it difficult to adjust to acting when she first started shooting 

scenes at Hengdian studios in the evenings. She could never seem to grasp the right emotions, so she 

had endless outtakes. Eventually, the director couldn’t take it anymore and asked her to take a break 

and called in other actors to shoot first. 

To help her get into character, she hid alone in the restroom and reread the script from start to end just 

to completely immerse herself into the story. Once she grasped the emotions, she finally came out of 

the restroom and made an “OK” hand gesture to the director. She got her makeup retouched and 

smoothly finished shooting the scenes. 
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What was most important was that her inspiration came originally from the first night she rushed over 

to the hospital and took care of He Jichen. After her name reached the top searches list as the first and 

only artist to sign under YC, she called He Jichen, but he fainted over the phone before she could speak. 

After he slept, she listened to”Within Your Radius” and stared at his sleeping face in a daze. Ji Yi took 

that and exhibited her feelings from that moment in her performance. 

This was clearly her original experience, so how could Qian Ge replicate that with ninety-nine percent 

accuracy? 

In the few hours Ji Yi had her phone switched off, “I love eating mangoes” hadn’t made just one Weibo 

post. 



The other Weibo posts were also comparisons similar to the one Ji Yi saw while brushing her teeth in the 

morning. 

Weibo posts from “I love eating mangoes” became increasingly popular. When Ji Yi first opened Weibo 

and saw the comparison gifs, they had already been shared amongst several major verified users. In the 

ten short minutes or so that it took for Ji Yi to read “I love eating mangoes”‘s Weibo post, the post was 

shared over a thousand times and the hashtag #JiYiplagerizesQianGe# had already started circling. 

Because “The Legend of Qingcheng” finished filming first and was first to broadcast, everyone watched 

that show first and it was naturally the original, whereas Ji Yi’s “The Tempestuous Grand Tang” 

inevitably became the copy and plagiarized version since it was broadcast later. 

No matter whether it was “The Legend of Qingcheng” or “The Tempestuous Grand Tang,” both series 

were the hottest dramas that spring. Since people paid a lot of attention to them, it didn’t take long for 

conversations around the series to climb to the top of Weibo’s hottest search list. 

Having encountered something like this, any artist would seek advice from their manager. 

So Ji Yi immediately called Zhuang Yi first thing. 

The situation escalated faster than Ji Yi imagined. Zhuang Yi already heard the gossip and was discussing 

it with the company. 

Zhuang Yi was afraid Ji Yi would say something wrong and someone would have something they could 

use against her, so before Zhuang Yi hung up, she specifically ordered Ji Yi not to post anything on 

Weibo without the company’s permission. Zhuang Yi also told Ji Yi there were no celebrities who hadn’t 

had any scandals, so she had to stay calm and wait for her call. 

The situation not only escalated faster than Ji Yi imagined, but it was also far worse than she imagined. 

挂断庄仪的电话后,季忆再进微博,看到#季忆剽窃千歌#的话题,已经飙升到了热搜榜前十. 

After the call with Zhuang Yi, Ji Yi then opened Weibo again to see that #JiYiplagerizedQianGe# had 

already shot up to the top ten most-searched list. 

Having clicked into the conversation, she not only saw many major verified users and news outlets who 

shared it, but even minor celebrities shared “I love eating mangoes”‘s Weibo post. 

The topic skyrocketed by the minute until it reached first place. In under ten minutes, the hashtag 

#JiYiplagerizedQianGe# already reached first place and even had a fire emoji after the title. 

The Weibo post Ji Yi made yesterday was about to break the highest record of three million, but after 

she checked it, the first line was filled with abusive comments. 

There were so many direct messages that she couldn’t count them all. They were all the same type of 

unbearably abusive, hateful messages. 

This kind of thing was just unacceptable. 

Zhuang Yi deliberated for a long time before she eventually replied to Ji Yi: “What the eye doesn’t see, 

the heart doesn’t grieve over. Let’s wait and see how things pan out.” 



At this stage, there was only one path to take – Ji Yi uninstalled Weibo. Deep down, she hoped it would 

all blow over after tonight, but she never imagined that not only were there no signs of it stopping but 

the situation would worsen. 
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Ji Yi practically didn’t sleep all night. There were many times when she wanted to grab her phone and 

glance at the online discussions. However, the moment her fingertips touched the screen, they shrank 

back again at the very thought of those vicious comments. 

Ji Yi repeated this for who knew how many times. The sky outside slowly got brighter and her body was 

so exhausted that she couldn’t take it anymore. Finally, Ji Yi fell asleep. 

Even if she was asleep, Ji Yi didn’t sleep well as her entire body woke up every now and then. She would 

flip over then groggily fall back asleep. After sleeping, waking up, and tossing and turning like this 

repeatedly for who knew how long, Ji Yi fell deep asleep again after much difficulty. She only managed 

to sleep for no more than over an hour before she suddenly woke from her dreams. 

It was already bright outside. The sun shone brightly the day after new year’s, gloriously radiating over 

the entire city. 

Ji Yi reached for her phone and checked the time. It was just before half past nine in the morning; she 

slept for less than four hours. 

Seriously sleep deprived, Ji Yi just couldn’t sleep, so she figured that she might as well get up. 

Ji Yi’s mom had breakfast ready, but Ji Yi didn’t have the slightest bit of appetite. She messily drank half 

a bowl of congee and headed back into the bedroom. 

Just as she closed her door, the phone rang. It was a WeChat message from Zhuang Yi: “Xiao Yi, didn’t 

you say a while back that you wanted to go to the Maldives? Look, do you and your parents have free 

time the next few days? Or your friends even? I can ask the company to arrange a holiday for you all to 

go to the Maldives.” 

Even though Zhuang Yi never mentioned how she was randomly accused of plagiarizing Qian Ge’s 

performance, Ji Yi could tell that the situation had escalated severely in the news. 

Ji Yi was naturally curious about how the situation developed, but she didn’t quite dare face it, so she 

didn’t mention anything. She just replied to Zhuang Yi with, “No thanks. I don’t want to go anywhere 

these days.” 

“Alright. For the next few days, you should eat, sleep, and spend your holidays at home,” replied Zhuang 

Yi quickly. 

Ji Yi replied with an “Mhm.” 

After about half a minute, Zhuang Yi sent another message: “Oh right, Xiao Yi. It’s best if you don’t read 

the news or Weibo or that kind of thing.” 



Ji Yi replied with another “Mhm” then exited the chat. 

Aside from her WeChat Moments, she received a new notification. Ji Yi tapped it to see that it was a 

notification for Chen Bai liking the picture she posted on new year’s eve on her Moments. 

After reading the notification, Ji Yi casually swiped through her Moments and the first Moments status 

about her was: “The Tempestuous Grand Tang” can now be changed to “Ji Yi’s celebrity impressions 

show.” 

This Moments group had some of her classmates from B-film. 

The people replying below were mostly her classmates from B-film who Ji Yi had also added as friends so 

she could see the laughing at her first-hand. 

“‘Impression’, that word is too soft. This is blatantly stealing!” 

“I truly never thought you could even plagiarize a performance. WTF!” 

“The problem is that even if she plagiarized� another actress’ performance, shouldn’t she have been so 

obvious? She even copied the amount of times she trembled her finger exactly! *laughing crying*” 

“Ji Yi counts as a disgrace to our B-Film!” 

“...” 

The following words were even more hard-to-read. Ji Yi’s fingers swiped up and continued to read the 

Moments below. 
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She worked in showbiz, so her WeChat friends were practically all people in the industry already. As she 

glanced through her latest Moments feed, they were all posts about her copying Qian Ge. Everyone’s 

thoughts and opinions were more or less the same as the first post she saw on Moments – they were all 

conversations belittling her and making fun of her, but after the initial shock, they weren’t as hard to 

hear. 

Everyone was already talking about it on WeChat Moments, so she was afraid her Weibo must be 

popping off. 

When Zhuang Yi sent her the WeChat message just now, Ji Yi wanted to take a look out of curiosity. Yet 

she was afraid and didn’t dare look, so she figured she might as well toss her phone aside. Then she 

found a book and read to calm herself down. 

There were many things that were easier said than done. Ji Yi forced herself to read over three pages 

before she couldn’t read anymore. 

She threw the book away, laid in bed, and tried to sleep. However, with a distracted mind, she simply 

couldn’t fall asleep. 

Eventually, she anxiously picked up the phone and downloaded Weibo again. 



Ji Yi stared at the phone screen unwaveringly for a while before she lifted her fingers. Then she entered 

her username and password. 

After she successfully logged into Weibo, Ji Yi saw with her own eyes how her message notifications 

skyrocketed from 0 to over 9999. 

She first opened Weibo’s main page and saw that her Weibo post from new year’s eve already had over 

ten million comments. From a simple glance, the comments all cursed her. 

Ji Yi didn’t dare read what everyone actually posted about her and instead, she checked the top 

searches list. 

Aside from the hashtag #JiYiplagerizedQianGe# which took the first spot on the top searches list before 

she uninstalled Weibo last night, there were also now #JiYiLeaveShowbiz# and #boycottJiYi# etc topics. 

Everyone had lots of leisure time during the new year, but now with all the commotion online, she was 

afraid all the netizens would get involved. 

At ten in the evening, it marked twenty-four whole hours since the situation first started and news 

broke out to everyone. It was only then that the heat of the situation finally started to subside. 

After about ten minutes, Ji Yi refreshed Weibo’s top searches list and saw topics about her starting to 

drop, bit by bit. Ji Yi felt the large, crushing pressure upon her heart lessen a little. 

At midnight, Ji Yi saw only one topic about herself still on the top searches list then she let out a sigh of 

relief. 

Since eating two bites of breakfast in the morning, Ji Yi hadn’t eaten a thing. Just as she was about to 

look for snacks to fill her tummy, she saw that “I love eating mangoes” posted a new comparison gif 

about her and Qian Ge at ten past twelve. 

The gif was a scene from “The Legend of Qingcheng” broadcasted ten days ago. Qian Ge and the male 

lead were standing in the majestic imperial city, staring at the billions of lights far away as they bid each 

other farewell. 

Ji Yi’s gif was a farewell scene from “The Tempestuous Grand Tang” broadcasted just two hours ago. Ji 

Yi’s character and the male lead sat on a hillside under boundless starlight. 

Ji Yi gave her best performance in this very scene in “The Tempestuous Grand Tang” since this part was 

incredibly similar to the night she asked Yuguang Ge for a divorce. 

After she memorized her lines, she pretended the glistening stars in the sky were the sky lanterns 

Yuguang Ge set up for her. This scene was shot in one take. 

At the time, the entire cast and crew remained silent for a whole minute after the scene was shot. Then 

the director cried, “Cut!” 
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There was a part in the scene she performed which was exactly the same as the day she asked Yuguang 

Ge for a divorce. The female clearly had the male character in her heart, but she was forced to give up 

on him. 

So when she rejected the main actor, she didn’t dare to look at him. All she did was stare up at the sky 

and hold back the tears in her eyes as she read her lines with a determined voice. 

She experienced the pain of enduring a parting before, so when she read her lines, she paused mid-

sentence to better repress her emotions. After she calmed down, she continued to speak. 

After she said the line “From here on, you and I are through,” she didn’t dare glance at the male 

character. She got up and turned around while crying and left. 

“I love eating mangoes” used this exact scene. 

She was definitely the one who acted it out, but in “The Legend of Qingcheng,” Qian Ge’s farewell to the 

supporting male character happened to be exactly the same. 

When she rejected the supporting male character, she stared up at the sky too without daring to look at 

him. 

There wasn’t a single difference between their lines nor the location where she broke up with him. Qian 

Ge even managed to copy how she silently clenched her fists to accentuate her sadness. 

When she said her final line, Qian Ge got up, turned around, and cried. Aside from the different people 

acting, the whole picture of her leaving was practically the same as in “The Tempestuous Grand Tang”! 

Ji Yi was confused by why this was all happening after what “I love eating mangoes” posted on Weibo 

yesterday, but she didn’t think much of it. She figured that the scene was purely coincidental. 

But this scene couldn’t possibly be a coincidence! 

This was a scene from my personal experience! 

Even if Qian Ge’s acting is impeccable, she couldn’t have possibly acted exactly the same way as me! 

U-unless it was Qian Ge... 

At that thought, Ji Yi’s fingers suddenly clutched her phone. 

...Unless Qian Ge posted a spy around me to get ahold of my scenes from “The Tempestuous Grand 

Tang” then copied all of my best performances! 

For a period drama, it’d take at least two and a half to three months to film if they rushed production. 

“The Legend of Qingcheng” took just two months to shoot. When they announced they finished 

production, Ji Yi was confused as to how they filmed so quickly! 

Also, after Qian Ge suffered such a big loss at the BL Charity Gala, she wasn’t heard from in a long time. 

Ji Yi thought something was wrong. With her personality, how could she just let what happened at the 

gala slide? 

At that very moment, Ji Yi understood everything. 



Qian Ge didn’t let it go at all! She was just digging a ditch for five long months, waiting to bury me, Ji Yi, 

alive! 

Qian Ge purposefully rushed the process to finish filming “The Legend of Qingcheng” and beat “The 

Tempestuous Grand Tang” in broadcasting first. 

If this really did happen, Qian Ge was the true plagiarizer who came off as the original creator. Yet, I’m 

the creator who’s being called a little thief on Weibo this very minute! 

When she entered showbiz four years ago, she learned full well that online opinions and scandals like 

this could annihilate a celebrity. 

For Qian Ge to do something like this, she undoubtedly wanted to label Ji Yi as someone who plagiarized 

other people’s acting. 

This was a problem of ethics. As soon as the thought had been planted in other people’s minds, she was 

afraid of this for a long, long time, perhaps her whole lifetime. She couldn’t possibly dream of making a 

comeback in the entertainment industry. 
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She wasn’t afraid of vile people per se, but she was afraid of vile people with no bottom line. Ji Yi was 

careless; never in a million years did she think Qian Ge would actually make such a shameless move. To 

have taken Ji Yi’s things for her own, Qian Ge even went around and took a bite at her! 

Ji Yi wanted nothing more than to post on Weibo and tell the whole world right now that she wasn’t the 

plagiarizer, Qian Ge was! 

But she knew deep down that “The Legend of Qingcheng” aired before “The Tempestuous Grand Tang.” 

Even if she told the truth, nobody would believe her! 

If she really did post anything like that on Weibo, she was afraid it would just serve to invite even more 

abusive and hateful comments. 

Now, Ji Yi finally understood that the most upsetting situation in the world was the agony of not being 

able to explain yourself. 

The agony of holding it in, of being hard done by, of being framed... All types of emotions instantly filled 

Ji Yi’s mind and boiled chaotically until the complicated feelings turned into an air of resentment. 

She realized she must’ve been very angry, which was why her fingertips and body were trembling. Her 

teeth even started to chatter! 

It had been a long time since Ji Yi was this angry. She wanted to calm her agitation, but the more she 

thought about it, the more the fire inside crackled. 

Ji Yi figured she had to do something or she might go crazy. 

With that thought, Ji Yi opened the game on her phone. However, after she got in, her fingers trembled 

as she couldn’t even control the character’s positioning. 



Ji Yi got so mad that she threw her phone aside, found a rag in the bathroom, and started to wipe the 

floors. 

Her bedroom was no more than twenty or so square feet, so she cleaned it pretty quickly. She didn’t 

sleep at all last night, so she was obviously very tired, but she couldn’t stop cleaning as she wiped the 

clean floors again... 

She didn’t know just how long she crouched on the floor like that or how many times she repeatedly 

wiped the floorboards when suddenly her phone rang. 

She instinctively got up and wanted to get her phone. 

However, because her knees crouched on the ground for far too long while wiping the floor, they were 

so sore that she couldn’t get up. All she could do was climb over to the bedside and reach around for her 

phone. 

When she saw the screen with the three words “He Jichen.,” Ji Yi’s eyes heated up and tears almost 

came crashing down. 

When she swiped the screen to take the call, Ji Yi didn’t manage to say anything when He Jichen cried 

out with a worried voice, “Xiao Yi?” 

Ji Yi wanted to reply to He Jichen, but when she opened her mouth, she realized she had an incredible 

pain in her throat. She just couldn’t speak. 

Over the phone, He Jichen seemed to know how she felt at that very moment since he spoke without 

waiting for her response. “I flew to America last night. When I landed, it was already six in the morning. I 

was afraid you’d be asleep, so I didn’t disturb you and quickly bought a flight and hurried back. I just 

landed at Beijing airport.” 

Even though He Jichen didn’t mention why he was in such a hurry to book a flight back, Ji Yi knew he 

couldn’t deal with everything in America because he was in trouble. He had to fly back. 

Her heart suddenly warmed. The lasting feeling of being done hard by and the anger which circled her 

mind instantly intensified. 

After He Jichen’s voice fell, he waited for a while. Seeing as Ji Yi hadn’t replied, he spoke again, “Xiao Yi, 

I’ll come to pick you up tomorrow morning. Come with me on my business trip to America?” 

If he really wanted her to go to America with him, then he could’ve asked Chen Bai to book her a ticket 

for her to fly out there. Why did he come all the way back? 
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If he really wanted her to go to America with him, he could’ve asked Chen Bai to book her a ticket for 

her to fly out there. Why did he come all the way back? 

He made a suggestion like that just because he wanted her to get her mind off of the incidents at hand. 

The more attentive He Jichen was, the more unsettled Ji Yi felt. 



“Maybe we can go to France? If that’s no good, then Switzerland...” 

“He Jichen...” 

Before He Jichen could make another suggestion, Ji Yi suddenly spoke after remaining quiet throughout 

the call. 

He Jichen was about to blurt out “or the UK” when he softly changed what he was going to say and let 

out an “Mhm?” 

Ji Yi fell silent again. 

But this time, He Jichen didn’t rush her. 

Both sides fell silent for a moment before Ji Yi spoke extremely slowly and softly. “He Jichen, my 

performance on ‘The Tempestuous Grand Tang’ was solely my own form of expression. I didn’t copy 

Qian Ge’s performance.” 

“I believe you,” replied He Jichen with no hesitation in a soft but stern voice. 

After being suspected and berated by the whole world all day and night, He Jichen’s phrase “I believe 

you” felt like a candle in the pitch-black night. He lit up Ji Yi’s hopeless and helpless world, miraculously 

calming down her anger. 

She held the phone silently for a moment then said, “Those photos circulating online were of scenes I 

racked my brain over for a long time. There were even some scenes that kept me up all night planning 

all the intricate details...” 

On the other side of the phone, He Jichen sat in the car back to the city without making a sound. 

He knew Ji Yi didn’t need to be comforted at that very moment. She needed to vent. 

“...I wanted to do well with the first leading female character that I played after my hiatus. I knew I 

couldn’t perform perfectly, but I wanted to act with a clear conscience. I was truly sincere, but I never 

imagined that all my hard work would be stolen just like that...” 

“...It’s just like four years ago. No matter if it’s my acting career or my office, I rose to the top like in the 

old days, but with just one simple scheme, she took it all away...” 

“... And what about me? She put me in the hospital for three years and now, she made everyone hate 

me. No matter if it’s four years ago or four years later, all I can do is get angry!” 

“He Jichen, I’m really useless, aren’t I? It’s just like what Director Lin said; I’m not good at anything! Qian 

Ge was right, I can’t compare to her...” 

“If using tricks and stepping on other people to be successful is called being useful, there are many 

people in the world who aren’t useful at all!” 

Having stayed quiet all conversation, He Jichen listened to what Ji Yi said then spoke sluggishly. 

“It isn’t your fault that you’re caught all up in this; it’s her fault because most of the time, people with 

principles can’t beat people with no bottom line!” 



“So Xiao Yi, don’t compare yourself...” 

He Jichen paused for a moment before his voice became disdainful. “...because she simply isn’t worthy 

enough to compare with you!” 

Ji Yi still had lingering feelings of being wronged when she was complaining to He Jichen, but at that very 

moment, she considered herself now completely relaxed when she heard what He Jichen said. 

 


